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This was the first meeting for my AUVSI home chapter to my knowledge (I was going to 
join the Seafarer chapter but well um, that’s a story for another time), and after hearing 
the list of presenters I decided the event couldn’t be missed…  
 

 
From left to right: Laurence Newcome, Rori Marston, Glen Witt and Jeff Bauer 

 
The following is a brief synopsis of what each presenter had to say, my opinion and how 
it relates to the SUAS stakeholder.  
 
Mr. Newcome is firmly ensconced in the military industrial complex ideology and is 
looking at the equation from the top down. I don’t really believe that he recognizes our 
segment as legitimate users of either the technology or the NAS. His estimation for a 
contractor type of “do no harm” integration is 2015-2020.  
 
Rori Marston, works for NOAA. 
He is involved with applying this type of technology and building data for different uses. 
He is definitely a champion of the technology and sees great promise for what it can 
accomplish. He is very much on the same page as us in that this technology could save 



both lives and money currently and steps should be taken to push the FAA into doing 
what is necessary to get flying.  
 

Glen Witt, New Mexico State (TAAC),  

He believes that the FAA needs to do things in the interim to help move things forward; 
Mostly geared towards law enforcement use. One would be the use of radar surveillance 
of airspace (distance and elevation), and also possibly an SFAR. To realize the “Do no 
Harm” assessment, it will take creativity, persistence and cooperation from the UAS 
community.  Nice guy and it’s great that there is a facility to go to that they can fly and 
analyze your craft for you. Not much for us here but always nice to share ideas. 
 
Mr. Jeff Bauer, Deputy Director of Business Development for the Dryden Flight 
Research center. Same use of airspace but I believe you can fly your own craft in their 
airspace without a COA, and yes, it costs to use the space. He did mention that both the 
RTCA and ASTM realize that this a lot bigger job then they originally thought. Again not 
much here for us. 
 
At the podium is Chad Partridge, MC  
 
I was the first audience member for the Q&A portion, I know most of you probably find 
that hard to believe. My question was best guesstimate on timeline for commercial use of 
SUAS in the NAS, since both the experimental and COA process are not a viable option 
for us. No one really wanted to field that one but Laurence Newcome asked “Who are 
you with again?”… “The Remote Control Aerial Photography Association”, I replied. 
(That was met with a facial expression I’ve seen before but only when amongst those in 
the contractor circles.) “Do you guys have insurance?”.  “Why yes”, I replied, “and it is 
available to anyone who wants it. There is a link on the RCAPA home page to Hill & 
Usher.” Much to my chagrin no one really rejoiced in that piece of good news.  
 
The presenter consensus is that we should work through the ASTM and RTCA processes 
and there is talk of an ARC. They see our segment as fractured and having no consensus 
or support from industry  
 

 



I had an opportunity to network and get an idea of the feelings of those doing the research 
at Ames…the approach of finding solutions for all of the systems at the same time is 
ludicrous. 
Most of those I spoke with today feel that there is a need for another organization or 
association as the AUVSI is also clunky and that we need more dynamic representation.  
 

 
MLB display 

All of that sounds good but I was there to speak from experience, and the reality is that it 
will take money and cohesion from a bunch of smaller manufacturers and users who are 
secretive and feel left outside the effort. Some feel that if we had the right people and 
enough money things would change. Let’s just say I left the wet blanket at home.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
I must admit that I was pleasantly surprised by today’s turn out, both in numbers and the 
cross section of users at this meeting and can only speculate as to the reasons for 
attendance. If asked, and off the top of my head, I would say the impetus is a collective 
frustration in a system that is viewed as archaic and too out of touch to keep pace with 
advances in technology. Everyone is on the same page as far as the violation(s) of current 
FAA policy (the when, not if scenario), the double standard from above and the reality of 
the $1000 Chinese UAS coming to a P.D. near you.  The later being the other UAS 
sleeping dog; now we have two hounds sleeping on our porch. Wade and Jeff came out 
from Future Hobbies to listen in and I still await to hear the take from those with limited 
exposure to the process.  
 
I let it be known in no uncertain terms that the FAA has effectively put me out of 
business. It came as a shock to some and I received compliments about my site and  
photography. I was sure to share that many who chose to comply are either out of 
business or withering on the vine watching thousand of dollars and countless hours of 
work evaporate. For those of you still holding on, the advice from the Jeff Bauer (DFRC) 
is to contract with the Government or military as they are a willing customer.  Till we 
meet again…  
  

Addendum from J. E. Bennett; 

 
Having read Patrick’s synopsis of the meeting I feel that it is imperative that RCAPA and 

any interested sponsors become more proactive in bringing the plight of the AP 

Professionals to all parties that have a stake in the current situation. Only by presenting 

a unified front can any of us hope to bring enough pressure onto the FAA to make any 

kind of realistic rulings, and certainly only if they are made to understand exactly what is 

really happening in the real world of UAS and AP as it stands at this point. Contact 

Patrick and let him know what your thoughts are and how you might be able to assist in 

bringing a more unified stance to our positions. Do it today if at all possible. 
    
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 


